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Pilot logbook excel spreadsheet template

02-14-2012, 07:19 PM #1 am interested in getting a good Excel spreadsheet model to keep my logbook hour. I have the good ole paper book, of course, just want to have a backup on my computer. I have an iPad and iPod, but I'm not interested in paying the price for some of the logbook applications. I
just want something super, super simple. I would believe I could try to work up my own format in Excel, but if there is a floating download template around a place that can be shared, let me know. What are you guys using? 02-17-2012, 06:08 AM #2 Not an Excel spreadsheet, but there is a shareware
program, called LogQuik, that's very clean. It's available for the NavCalc.com download (though I just tried to go there, and the site seems to be down to that moment. So I don't know what's up right now.) You could also do a web search for it. I found it at this site: but a foreign language site. So I'm not
sure if the program itself is a foreign language version or not. By the Way... NavCalc is a nice clean, and easy to use, flight planning program. I've been using it for more than 10 years. Airport database, on the download version, is a bit out of date. But it is customizable user. So updated it is not a problem.
And you can even add new way-points to the database, if you want. Latest edited by MADean; 02-17-2012 at 06:44 AM. 02-17-2012, 09:32 AM #3 years ago I found one of www.cheappilot.com, and was generally pleased with it. Before I responded to your request I went to the domain and found it was for
sale. If you can't find it there, I can e-mail the templates to you. Originally posted by Green Goggles I'm interested in finding an Excel spreadsheet template to keep my logbook hours. I have the good ole paper book, of course, just want to have a backup on my computer. I have an iPad and iPod, but I'm
not interested in paying the price for some of the logbook applications. I just want something super, super simple. I would believe I could try to work up my own format in Excel, but if there is a floating download template around a place that can be shared, let me know. What are you guys using? 02-17-
2012, 12:07 PM #4 02-17-2012, 06:28 PM #5 originally posted by TEVH Oh wow, which is fantastic! Thank you. 02-17-2012, 06:30 PM #6 originally posted by Jim Rickey Years ago I found the www.cheappilot.com one, and they have generally been unhappy with it. Before I responded to your request I
went to the domain and found it was for sale. If you can't find it there, I can e-mail the templates to you. If it's not too much work, and you want to send some files my way, use greengoggles@gmail.com 05-11-2015, 08:52 PM #7 Originally posted by Green Goggles came across this thread while looking
for other logbot login options I. If someone is looking for, you Download one free here Excel Pilot Logbook | Electronic Backup Pilot Logbook. 05-12-2015, 04:09 PM #8 I use the free version of log Zulu, which satisfies all of my needs. That it is cloud-connected so I can make entries (or watch these things
up) on my desk - myself, iPhone, or iPad is convenient. Chris Mayer N424AF www.o2cricket.com 05-13-2015, 11:31 AM #9 I don't remember where I got it but I used something to call pilot log. It's too big to upload, but if you search for pilotflightlog.zip you'll probably find it online. This free pilot logbook
uses simple excel formulas to make daily logbook calculations easily. Simply download the logbook and start doing entry – the logbook does the rest. Using this logbook will eliminate errors in addition. Keeping accurate track of your total time flying is getting easier and error-free. Future license
applications are made simple by mechanisms that keep track of total. Automatically find out how many hours you have flown in the last 7, 30, 90 or 360 days so you will never fly more hours than you are legally allowed. Use it as a backup of your paper logbook, or see the User Guide on how to print out
this logbook and make it your main way of keeping track of your flight time. Best of all, use this free logbook, though donations make sure they are appreciated! A simple and easy alternative to dear Pilot Logbook Software. ✓ No subscription ✓ 100% Your Logbook for Lifetime ▶ See Glimpse Souving and
See Why It's the Best Electronic Pilot Logbook Spreadsheet. Excel Pilot Logbook is a universally accessible format for life, editable, and easily customized. Put it on Google Drive, and it's in the cloud and lean-up for free. Start from scratch or import flight hours you hear what they have to say – Excel Pilot
Logbook Reviews ↗ thanks again for all the help. As I get deep into my training 25+ years of flying through the spreadsheet, I'm sure I'll have more questions. I'm really impressed by your quick response time and great customer service, I'll make sure I call that on for others to see. ★★★★★ Captain I
changed this from some of the most expensive logbooks based on electronics that require subscription and never look back. It's brilliant! ★★★★★ your First Officer Logbook A320 is exactly what I was looking for. I wanted to stay clear of LogTen Pro and planned on doing something myself in Excel. I'm
reasonable proficient in it but when Googling for ideas on how to format it all I found your options, which made my life easier and seems worth the $$. ★★★★★ PC-12 Pilot Loves This Product! I was looking for a simple, but well thought out electronic logbook and this is it! I like the Excel format and data
entry is very easy. In my opinion, it doesn't get better. Private pilotS I have flight time in both NZ and Australia so I am using your CASA logbook to record ICUS assets. I find the logbook easy to use and properly introduced. Great product all in all! Cheers ★★★★ Floteplane pilot Simple and easy to use
log books. It makes all the add-ups in a simple spreadsheet to provide immediate shutdown. Great as a back up for the 'official' log book. ★★★★★ Plane Owners I switched from LogtenPro (didn't like how expensive the yearly subscription was) of this and like it. Westjet Jet Pilot, B-737 Canada.
★★★★★ B737 First Officer so far, it is the best spreadsheet I've ever seen. I made a few changes to the spreadsheet, so it feels like a real logbook. I freezer the top header and the first column so that it is easier to view and manipulate the spreadsheet (as per your tip). I think it was a well spent $50.00.
Thanks ★★★★ pilot Charter That's okay, you can still access our free e-book each pilot should read – 7 Important Things You Must Know Before Starting an Electronic Pilot Logbook. Topics Covered: Terms &amp; Guidelines Rules, Paper Logbook Requirements, Audit Calculation, Cost Comparison,
Backup and Future-Proof Tips. Pilot Logbook Model is downloadable for free here. Pilot logbook is a tool used by pilots to keep records of flights and other relevant information. It looks like a joubook that holds a pilot up to date with flight schedules and other details. A pilot logbook tells a story of their
journey, activity documents and in some cases is the basis for payment records. As a pilot, you can simply keep track of your flight record on your own computer without the hassle or insecurity of online backups because here we have a ready to use pilot logbook model for you. Web is a better platform to
find useful tools to make up personalized pilot logbook in no time. Here we also have a pilot logbook model that can be used easily to develop elegant pilot logbook. Simply hit this download button to have a pilot logbook template in your computer. Read more about pilot logbook template here pilot
logbook is a document used by pilots to write important details on each flight. It is the duty of each pilot to fill up the logbook regularly right after each flight as it provides useful details of the management. The pilot logbook information can include flight &amp; name, name of the pilot, destination, times of
landing and departure, duration of the flight, technical questions of the flight if any and so on. Pilot logbooks are usually provided by airlines. If you don't have a sample pilot logbook in place and you need to create one yourself, we strongly recommend you to use this free pilot logbook model as reference.
It will guide you well as what should have been in the logbook and what should be avoided. users can easily modify components of the template by opening it to recommended computer programs. Here is how to download the Pilot Logbook template To fill up the pilot logbook is one of the important duties
of pilots. It is the professional way to ask them about the experience of flying and flight-related issues if any. They write all details regarding the flight from departure to landing that can help the company bring improvements to flight operations and other services. If you have to do a pilot logbook yourself
then feel free to get our pilot logbook model free from here to get started professionally. We'll charge you nothing for downloading to the template. First of all, have a look at the pilot logbook template and then hit the download link shown below. And save the template to desired drive or folder of computer
and start editing with your own details to personalize it. The document title can also be changed with your favorite one. The template is compatible with all latest versions of Microsoft Excel. Title: Pilot Logbook Model Doc (clicks) Caption: Pilot Logbook Model Filename: pilot-logbook-model-doc.xltx Size: 30
KB KB
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